Population genetics of 30 insertion-deletion polymorphisms in two Chinese populations using Qiagen Investigator® DIPplex kit.
Insertion-deletion polymorphisms (INDELs) are short length diallelic polymorphisms caused by the insertion or deletion of several bases. INDEL markers can serve as useful supplementary or stand-alone assays for human identification. The Qiagen Investigator(®) DIPplex kit multiplexes 30 autosomal INDELs plus amelogenin for forensic use. The objective of this study was to estimate genetic diversity of 30 INDEL markers in the Han (the largest ethnic group of China, n=565) and She population (almost the smallest ethnic group of China, n=119), and to evaluate their usefulness in forensic genetics. In the Han and She, the mean observed heterozygosity values were 0.4133 and 0.3896, and the combined matching probability values were 1.80×10(-11) and 3.17×10(-11), respectively. Furthermore, the allele frequencies for each locus were compared with those in other reported Chinese subpopulations, and the forensic efficacy was compared between this kit and in-house developed INDEL assay. This study demonstrates that the Investigator(®) DIPplex kit can be used as a supplementary tool for human identity testing in China.